Some Notable Sites

This list supplements those art-sites mentioned in the article. It is intended primarily to suggest the available range of on-line art. (Free, downloadable Real Video and Audio players are essential for viewing many sites today.)

Beyond Interface
http://www.archimuse.com/mw98/beyond_interface/index.html
Organized by Steve Dietz for the 1998 Museums and the Web conference, this should be the novice on-line art buff’s primer of choice. A well-selected collection of links to 24 representative art works—by Mark Amerika, Cohen/Frank/Ippolito, Ken Goldberg, Guillermo Gómez-Peña/Roberto Sifuentes, and Olia Lialina, among many others—is contextualized through commentary and essays. Note I/O/D 4’s Web Stalker is a downloadable Web browser that reveals the limitations of the Web-defining, “published page” paradigm employed by conventional browsers.